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1. Goals and Purpose of the Project
There exist many debilitating neurological disorders that reduce motor function; a few common
examples of these disorders are cerebral palsy and stroke [1-2]. However, patients who participate in
physical therapy sessions, a common treatment for these conditions, may be able to regain or retain some
motor function. Patients undergoing physical therapy commonly exhibit pain and boredom with their
rehabilitation regimen, which studies have shown decrease a patient’s participation in physical therapy
and therefore lengthen recovery time. Furthermore, these studies demonstrate that physical therapy
regimens that keep the patient engaged are more likely to shorten patient recovery time by helping that
patient stay motivated to contribute in physical therapy sessions [3-5].
Robot-aided therapy is a new technology that has shown promising results for facilitating motor
learning in stroke patients [6-9]. However, existing systems are large, heavy, and expensive. Another
problem with these systems is that they are created to be one-size-fits-all. Most are designed to fit the
average adult male and only allow for minimal adjustment to tighten or loosen the device. Since children
are considerably smaller than the average adult male, this option is not feasible for use with children.
Furthermore, significantly more women suffer from strokes than men [2]. Since women are often smaller
than men, many of them are also not able to benefit from these new therapeutic technologies. Currently,
there is no known robotic arm exoskeleton with these therapeutic capabilities available to smaller women
and children.
Last year the goal of this project was to design a robotic exoskeleton and tablet gaming suite that
promotes engagement and productivity in at-home therapeutic exercises. To achieve this goal, the team
developed a robotic wrist exoskeleton that communicates via Bluetooth with a tablet and acts as a video
game controller. The exoskeleton has an onboard microcontroller and potentiometer. The potentiometer
is located at the wrist joint and is turned when the wrist is moved. The microcontroller reads the value of
the potentiometer and sends that value, via a Bluetooth module, to the tablet. The team also created fun
and engaging tablet games that facilitated therapeutic wrist exercises. This year, the team’s goals were to
expand the design in the following ways:
● Develop a squeeze exercising exoskeleton that can play the same tablet gaming suite.
● Develop a new multiplayer tablet game in which players traverse a board game and complete
mini-games each time they land on a square.
2. Methods and Procedures
The team expanded on the design of the wrist exoskeleton by creating an alternative finger bed
that can attach to the arm brace to facilitate finger rehabilitation. This new finger bed allows sensors to be
pressed, like a button. This new attachment connects to the same microcontroller and Bluetooth module
as the wrist exoskeleton and can be used to control games.
This year, the team developed a new game to function with the exoskeletons and to allow for
group play. The team hypothesized that allowing rehabilitation patients to complete their therapy
protocol together would provide additional engagement, much like a “workout buddy” does for healthy
individuals when endeavoring to exercise more regularly. The game was designed similarly to
Nintendo’s Mario Party, where the players roll a die and traverse a board game path. Every square that

the player lands on launches a mini-game. There are a variety of mini-games, which require the user to
complete simple tasks, such as tracing a picture, winning a footrace, or knocking down bowling pins. The
winner of each mini-game collects points and at the end of the path, the player with the most points wins.
For this party game, a collection of simple mini-games were designed, each of which required the user to
complete a therapeutic motion in order to play the game.
Similarly, the team added multitasking as a major component within the mini-games, since many
stroke victims suffer from multitasking disorder as a result of brain trauma [10]. To account for this in the
research design, these mini-games required the user to complete a cognitive task in addition to the basic
motor function task. For example, the goal of one of the mini-games is to control a spaceship to collect
stars. The motor task of the game involves using the exoskeleton to control the motion of the spaceship.
To add a cognitive task, there is a simple math problem on the screen, such as “2 + 2 = ?” The spaceship
will approach a group of stars; each star has a unique number on it. In this example, the user must catch
the star labeled “4,” as it is the correct answer to the math problem. Therefore, this mini-game facilitates
the practice of multitasking by requiring the user to complete the motor task of moving his/her wrist to
the correct position to collect a specific star while completing the cognitive functions of calculating and
answering a simple math problem in order to determine which star to select. Other mini-games included a
color matching game, where players must catch falling fruit that match a certain color using their wrist to
move the character across the screen, and a copycat game, where the player has to push the exoskeleton
fingerbed sensor buttons in the same pattern that appear on the screen. The last mini-game focused on
pattern completion. In this game the player is given a simple pattern, such as “red, red, blue, blue, green,
____”, and the player has to move the character through the correctly colored hallway to complete the
pattern and find the prize. In this example, the user must traverse the green hallway, as it is the correct
answer to complete the pattern.
3. Preliminary Results and Conclusions
To validate this method of multitasking was comparable with multitasking activities in the real
world, the team did a preliminary study in which three participants were asked to solve three sets of
fifteen math equations (five easy, five medium, five hard) and select the correct answer via a motor task.
The control group only performed motor task sets in the real world, but for the game (experimental)
group, the second set was completed within the within the star collecting math mini-game.

Figures 1 and 2. The graphs show the time and accuracy of both groups for each math equation series.
Preliminary results showed that while the experimental participants were slower and less accurate
in the beginning, their results were comparable by the last set of the study. This suggests that the
developed multitasking game is comparable to real world multitasking.
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